
“Hallo Friends! It’s Sergio!”

FADE IN:

We open with a sunrise on a small Italian village. The 
village is quiet and peaceful. We focus in on one little 
Hut in particular this is SERGIO’S HOUSE.

INT. SERGIO’S HOUSE – DAY

SERGIO’S BEDROOM

Sergio is sleeping quietly when a ROOSTER CROWS, he opens 
his eyes. His expression turns from sleepy to excited.

SERGIO
Oh for joy! Today is Day I go to America!!

CUT TO:

Same room, but Sergio is now seated at a typewriter. We 
begin with some Sergio narration.

SERGIO
Dear American Action star Duke Wayne. I see
Many of your Great American movies like 
“Bomb that Bridge!” and favorite “Die
Nazi Die” My name is Sergio and I write
To you from my home country because today
Is day I leave for America! I love all 
things about America! Especially Movies.
I like Action movies like Jackie Chan
And Pierce Brosnan! But I really love
Scary movie like Scream or Mrs. Doubtfire.
As my favorite American actor someday I 
Would hope to meet you maybe we can see
Bright lights of Hollywood together and
Talk about movies! I must go now, boat
Leave soon and mother need help with bags.
Sincerely Sergio.

Cut to:



EXT. SERGIO’S HOUSE – DAY

Sergio leaves his house with bags followed by his MOTHER, 
who is also carrying bags. Sergio stops as the mother 
stares longingly at it. There are some random sheep still 
wandering around.

SERGIO
Mooty? 

The mother does not speak but looks longingly at the old 
house.

SERGIO
Oh mooty, don’t worry America will be
Much nicer place. 

The mother still looks sad.

SERGIO
I know you lived in this house for all
Your life, but it time to move on! 
Sergio need life of excitement in America.
Herding sheep not my calling in life, but
Making American movie is, much like Citizen
Kane or Showgirls.

The mother just sighs.

SERGIO
Come on mooty, you’ll love America. Father
Is there waiting for us. He said once he
Have money to buy us ticket he’d send for
Us. Father is an honorable man who always
Stick by his word. We must go to America now.

The mother nods her head.

SERGIO
Time for America!!

They walk out of frame. As soon as they do the old house 
collapses and the sheep all run away. The title flys onto 
the screen.

“HALLO FRIENDS, IT’S SERGIO!”
Continue Title Sequence.



EXT OCEAN – DAY

The ship carrying Sergio and his mother moves across the 
sea.

INT SHIP – DAY

Deep in the cargo hold Sergio and his mother wait. The rear
wall is aligned with many portholes and other passengers 
are lumped with the cargo crates. This is a scummy looking 
ship; people look miserable except Sergio has a wide-eyed 
look of optimism on his face.

SERGIO
I can’t believe we finally go to America!
I dream about this day all my life!

Sergio stands up to walk around, he is the only one who 
looks happy, everyone else look like miserable immigrants.

SERGIO
Why everyone so miserable! America is land
Of opportunity and wonder! Sergio will see
All the great sights. 

There are some scattered cursing in a foreign tongue. 
Sergio doesn’t acknowledge it.

SERGIO
But most of all, everyone! Sergio come
To America to make movie! Much like
Ron Howard or Daffy Duck, America is 
Land of opportunity.

We HEAR the HORN of the boat signaling it is close to dock.
Sergio moves to the porthole. We see the statue of Liberty 
through the porthole. Sergio’s eyes widen.

SERGIO
Lady Liberty…

EXT SHIP – DAY

The ship arrives at the dock in America; the flag is waving
in the breeze. We see Sergio looking through the porthole 
in wonder.



EXT DOCK – DAY

The immigrants all scramble off the boat and Sergio and his
mother wander down the walkway with all their baggage in 
hand.

SERGIO
AH! AMERICA! SO GLAD TO FINALLY MEET YOU!

The area around the dock is dirty. We hear the sounds of 
gunshots and police sirens. Instantly 5 men run up to 
Sergio and his mom and mug them, they take all their 
belongings in a whirlwind of punching and grabbing. Sergio 
and his mother are left standing there in confusion.

SERGIO
See mother, Americans like to help.
They carry baggage to taxi cab!

Mother just turns and looks at Sergio, there is an awkward 
silence.

INT SERGIO’S FATHER’S APARTMENT- NIGHT

This will be Sergio’s new home. It is dingy, small, and 
Sergios’ FATHER is wearing a wife beater and has a beer, he
has become “Americanized” 

SERGIO
Mmm Father this food is good, what is
It called here?

FATHER
A fucking TV dinner.

SERGIO
Ah TV Dinner! Must be what Americans
Eat while watching Leno.

FATHER 
Would you shut up and wipe that
fucking grin off your face, I’ve had 
a hard Day at work.

SERGIO
Don’t worry father, You soon won’t



Be seeing much of me. Tomorrow bright
And early I start work on my new American
Horror movie “look out, Ghost!”

FATHER
What? No, tomorrow at five am you get
Up and come with me to the fishery
I got Renaldo to give you a fucking
Job.

SERGIO
Well, If I work at fishery when can I 
Make movie?

FATHER
Look you stupid prick, only person
“Making movie” will be Steven Spielberg
This fucking place costs us 800 a month 
and I got to make The rent, so In America 
you’re gonna work.

Sergio looks sad.

SERGIO
But, what about when you give me video
Camera for birthday in the old country?
You say “Sergio, make movie” and I make
Movie with Riggy in it called “the Dog
I loved too much” movie make grandma
Cry? You say I have knack for making 
Movie and that someday I will be big 
Director in America, much like Ron Howard
Or The Fonz?

FATHER
Look, I gave you that camera cause there
Wasn’t much else to do on the farm and
I was concerned with the way you were
Looking at the sheep. I think you’re 
Movies suck, and I have half the mind
To beat you right now for even talking
About this over dinner. Tomorrow morning 
You work at fucking fishery, got it?

Sergio looks to mother for support, she says nothing.

SERGIO



Okay.

Father gets up and stumbles out of the kitchen.

FATHER
I’m going to take a nap, wake me
Up for the news.

He leaves the kitchen and Sergio looks to his mother.

SERGIO
Boy, America sure has changed father.

The mother gets up to clear the table.

INT SERGIO’S BEDROOM – NIGHT

Sergio has taken out his old typewriter. He sits down and 
begins composing a letter.

Begin Voice Over.

SERGIO
Dear American Action star Duke Wayne. I 
Write to you from my new home In America.
It is not pleasant. It has many problems.
Father is not same man as he was…

BEGIN FLASHBACK SEQUENCE:

EXT. SERGIO’S OLD HOME – DAY

Father wipes sweat away from his brow as he is mowing field.

SERGIO
Father was once a proud man, a sheepherder
Like none other in our village. He had 
Respect of all. 

We see Sergio shooting movie, he is filming his pet dog, 
Riggy playing with Sheep…

SERGIO
(Non-VO)
That good riggy, show sheep who will
Someday become great sheepdog!



SERGIO
(VO to letter)
I make movie about my beloved pet dog riggy.
Riggy planned on being great sheep dog some
Day. 

CUT TO:

INT. SERGIO’S LIVING ROOM _ NIGHT

Mother, father, grandma and grandpa are there. We see 
Sergio’s TV set. On the TV set his movie is playing. Riggy 
is attempting to heard the sheep. 

CUT TO:

Sergio filming Riggy running free when

BOOM, a truck smashes Riggy.

CUT TO:

INT. SERGIO’S LIVING ROOM – NIGHT

The family sees the death of riggy on videotape. They are 
shocked. Sergio’s face appears on TV he speaks.

SERGIO
(ON TV SCREEN)
Riggy was best friend in whole world. Riggy
Wanted to be great sheepdog, but now this
Will never be. Sometimes, I love my dog too
Much. 

A title appears that says “THE END”

Everyone is crying, His father turns to Sergio.

FATHER
You make great movie son, someday
You be great filmmaker.

Sergio smiles.

CUT TO:

INT SERGIO’S APARTMENT – DAY



Sergio is at his typewriter.

SERGIO
Movie play at local tavern and all
Men cry too, father say “my son make movie!”
Men cheer, but now father is not same 
Man, he tell me my movie stink and want
Me to work in fishery. Well, I no longer
Wish to bother you, as I’m sure you are
Working on new and exciting action film
Sincerely, Sergio.

CUT TO

INT. HOME IN HOLLYWOOD – DAY

Duke Wayne is sitting in a wheelchair reading the letter; 
he has got to be about 70 years old. He crumples up the 
paper and throws it on the ground. 

DUKE
What is this crap?

 
INT. FISHERY – DAY

Sergio is standing behind a conveyer belt. He is wearing an
apron. Father is standing next to him.

FATHER
Okay son, now since you’re a moron I got
You an easy job. When you see a fish 
Come along this conveyer belt you take this
Knife and cut the head off, got it?

SERGIO
I believe so…

FATHER
Good, I’ll see you in 10 hours.

SERGIO
Do I get lunch?

The father laughs and walks off. A fellow employee moves 
next to Sergio. This is Quinn.



QUINN
Ahh don’t worry son, the time flys
By. Just do what I do, Imagine that
For each fish you kill, one chinaman

dies somewhere in the world.

SERGIO
I don’t understand?

Quinn suddenly looks worried and looks around suspiciously.

QUINN
Don’t worry, you will. 

He creeps off. Sergio looks sad as he begins chopping the 
heads off the fish. 

We time progress to 10 hours later, Sergio looks 
exaughsted. The WHISTLE blows and Sergio drops the knife 
and walks off.

INT. SERGIO’S BEDROOM – NIGHT

Sergio is sleeping in his bed staring at the ceiling. The 
door creeps open. It is his father and he’s been drinking.

FATHER
Don’t forget, work again tomorrow.

SERGIO
That is why I am in bed.

FATHER
Are you getting fresh with me, you son
Of a bitch…

SERGIO
Fresh? I not understand? Fresh
Fish?

Father moves to his bed.

FATHER
If you make jokes like that to me
Again I swear I’ll break every
Last bone in your body. 5 am 
You better be up and ready.



He slams the door.

Sergio looks back at the ceiling.

SERGIO
America Sucks.

INT FISHERY – DAY

Sergio is chopping the heads off the fish as they roll down
the line in a zombie like trance when two guys around his 
age walk by, this is HANS and KLAUS. They speak in a German
accent…

HANS
Yah, Max Sweible was great in die classic
American Horror film, Deadly Zombie….

KLAUS
Ya ya, but nothing can beat Boris Karloff
In Frankenstein, that is truly classic.

As Sergio hears them discussing movies his attention is 
totally taken off the fish, many fish move down the line 
whose heads aren’t cut off. In a thinly veiled Chaplin 
homage he quickly runs down the assembly line and chops 
them to catch up with his missed work.

Later in the Punch out Room Sergio spots them again. They 
seem to be talking about movies.

HANS
Clark Gable truly best Hollywood
Actor!

KLAUS
Nein! Greatest Hollywood actor is 
Tyrone Power!

Sergio moves in.

SERGIO
No! Duke Wayne greatest American
Action star!!

They both look at Sergio.



KLAUS
Duke Wayne make bad war movies, nothing
Else!

SERGIO
But he shoot Nazi better than any action
Hero I ever see!!

HANS
This is true. So you like American
Movie?

SERGIO
I do!! I just move here from old country!

HANS
Say, We go to discothèque every night after 
work want to come and talk more about
Movie?

SERGIO
Do I!

INT DISCO TECH (i.e. RAVE CLUB) – NIGHT

The music is loud and the colorful lights are blaring. 
Sergio, Hans, and Klaus are sitting at a booth (not that 
they have booths at Rave clubs, but bear with me)

HANS
SO you make movie?

SERGIO
I make movie in old country, ever hear
Of “I think I may love my dog too much?”

They both shake their heads.

SERGIO
It is movie I made.

HANS
We make American horror movie
Much like Scream, very hip.

SERGIO



You do!!

KLAUS
Yes we made it with him.

Klaus points out across the Dance floor. There we see him. 
The devil. The terrible man in the flesh… LUDWIG. He towers
over the people around him wearing a blood red leather 
trench coat. He looks VERY German and very Pretentious. He 
has a small army of loyal followers surrounding him, all 
with film equipment. They appear to be shooting a scene for
a movie.

SERGIO
You make movie with him?

KLAUS
Yes, he…

Sergio appears a bit too excited, he gets up.

SERGIO
I ask him If I can help! I want to 
Make movie too..

Sergio leaves.

HANS
No, Sergio! Wait.

INT. DISCOTECH – NIGHT

DANCEFLOOR

Sergio moves up to the group of German filmmakers.

SERGIO
Hallo Friends! I’m Sergio!

All the music in the loud thumping Rave club stops with a 
record scratch. EVERYONE stops dancing and Ludwig and his 
crew slowly turn their heads.

SERGIO
I see you make movie! I come to 
America to make movie too! Much like



Ron Howard or Luke Perry! My favorite movies
Are Casablanca and Great Muppet
Caper! 

Ludwig just stares at him. There is a long awkward pause.

SERGIO
You not like Kermit?

EXT ALLEY WAY – NIGHT

Hans and Ludwig are trying to remove a broken bottle from 
Sergio’s asshole. His hair is all messed up and his shirt 
is torn.

SERGIO
Oh! Mother of Christ that hurts!

They pull the bottle out of his ass, he screams.

HANS
Sergio, we try to warn you.

SERGIO
What wrong with him! Why he do that!
I just wish to make movie.

KLAUS
We come to America with Ludwig few years 
Back with goal of making great horror 
Film called “Killer Nun” We shoot movie
And people like at film festival. They
See meaning in religious symbolism. 
Symbolism Ludwig not really intend.
American’s hail him as new dark foreign
Director of horror, he claim symbolism
To complex to explain and he declare him
Self genius!

 Hans
But we know truth, we know Ludwig really
Phony. In fact, we did most of the
Work on movie and Klaus come up
With the religious symbols
In horror movie….



LUDWIG
Ya, like when Nun slit wrists in shape
Of crucifix.

KLAUS
So Ludwig tell us to get lost and he
Get new crew from Germany to shoot more
Movies, they think he great filmmaker.

SERGIO
I never knew filmmakers had ego! I 
Though that was just for soccer player!

KLAUS
There is much you need learn about 
Making movie in America.

Sergio lowers his head, he looks sad.

SERGIO
I thought I learned all from book
Written by Pauly Shore, I guess
I was wrong.

EXT. CITY PARK – DAY

Sergio is enjoying his day off typing a letter to Duke 
Wayne in the park. It is a nice day.

SERGIO
(INT VO)
Dear Duke Wayne, Last night was bad
Thing! A fellow moviemaker attacked
Me! I don’t understand America. You
Are as American as Apple Strudel, won’t
You write back and tell me why movie
Making so hard!

Sergio looks away from his typewriter and our across the 
park. He sees a dog that looks exactly like Riggy!

SERGIO
Riggy!!

Sergio runs across the field and immediately begins petting
his beloved dog. The dog seems to not mind. 



SERGIO
Oh Riggy! How did you get to America?
How did you survive accident and learn
How to find me 3 years later!

We see that a young woman is holding Riggy’s leash. She is 
kind of dressed a little slutty, with some leather on.  
This is TERA.

TERA
Uh, like, excuse me. I don’t think that’s 
you’re Dog.

SERGIO
But he looks just like Riggy did!

TERA
Yeah, it’s um probably the same breed.

SERGIO
What this mean? Riggy was one of a kind!

TERA
Look, I think you must have wandered
Off from your group, why don’t you
Get lost okay?

SERGIO
I’m sorry pretty girl, It is just that
I grew up on farm in old country all
My life and I just move to America
Two days ago! 

TERA
So that gives you the right to molest my
Dog in public?

SERGIO
No it’s just that I made beautiful movie
With Riggy in it called “I think I may
Love my dog too much” Where in end
Riggy gets hit by car.

TERA
Is that how you lost your dog
He got hit by a car while you



Were filming it!!!?!?!?

SERGIO
Sadly, yes. The horrible accident
Was caught on tape and is at end
Of my movie. Would you like to
See it?

TERA’S eye’s widen with evil lust.

TERA
WOULD I!!!??

INT. SERGIO’S HOUSE – DAY

Sergio and Tera are sitting on the couch; they are watching
the scene where Riggy gets hit by the car. Boom! his little
broken body fly’s through the air as the truck screeches 
its brakes. Tera begins laughing uncontrollably.

TERA
BWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHH PLAY IT AGAIN!!!

Sergio raises up the remote in his hand and rewinds the 
part and plays it again. She laughs louder this time.

TERA
HAHAHAHAHAHHAAH.

Sergio looks confused.

SERGIO
That not special Effect! Riggy really
Get hit by car!

Tera is still laughing, but it begins to settle down.

TERA
I know Sergio.

SERGIO
You do?

TERA
Yes. It was a great film, come on
I know somewhere we can go to have
Some fun!



INT. RESTURANT – NIGHT

This appears to be kind of a steak house done in a wild 
western style. They both have their food. Sergio picks up a
Ketchup dispenser that is a gun. He pulls the trigger and 
shoots his fries.

SERGIO
This place is great! I pretend I am
Duke Wayne and I shoot Nazi fries
Bang Bang.

Sergio is shooting his fries and gets a bit carried away he
Raises his ketchup gun and accidentally shoots an old lady 
in the face. Tera takes the ketchup gun out of his hand.

TERA
Yeah……well I figured you’d like
This place being a foreigner.

SERGIO
Yes it is much like America! Good
Steaks and violence.

TERA
So why did you come to America?

SERGIO
I come to America because I want
Opportunity! Nothing for me in old
Country but sheep. In America there 
Are many opportunities, especially
To make movies.

TERA
What kind of movies do you want to
Make?

SERGIO
You like movies too!!!

TERA
Sergio, most people like movies. And a 
Good number of people try to make them.
But you really need money to make a 
Good one.



SERGIO
Mother says I can do anything if I put
My mind to it. Say, if I try to make 
Movie would you want to act in it.

TERA thinks for a second.

TERA
Sure, that could be amusing.

SERGIO
I amuse you!

TERA
Yes Sergio, you amuse me.

INT. BASEMENT – NIGHT

We are in the utility room of Sergio’s apartment building. 
There are 10 or so washing machines humming and gurgling. 
Sergio is standing there with script and his camera is on a
tripod. Hans and Klaus are there. Hans is apparently going 
to act in the film. Klaus has a microphone and they all 
seem to be waiting.

KLAUS
Sergio, you say you get hot girl to 
Act in movie? Where is she?

SERGIO
I dunno! She say she be in movie!

HANS
Why she not show up?

SERGIO
I dunno!

KLAUS
Not to rush your movie Sergio, but 
We need to go see pay per view 
Wrestling at Ushi’s place.

SERGIO
Okay okay, 



Sergio opens up one of the washing machines and pulls out 
an old lady’s wig. 

SERGIO
Here Klaus you play girl with
Wig on.

Klaus considers it for a moment, looking at the wig.

KLAUS
Okay, but you keep my real name
Out of credits!

A balding old lady walks down the stairs with an empty 
laundry basket, she opens the washing machine and doesn’t 
see her wig. All the while, Hans, Klaus, and Sergio are 
sitting there absolutely still. Klaus is wearing the wig. 
She looks at them.

OLD LADY
Hey you brats! That’s my wig. Give
It back!

SERGIO
We need to use in movie cause girl 
Not show up!!

OLD LADY
I don’t give a good god damn what
Ya need it for it’s my wig give it
Here you punk!

SERGIO
No! We need it for movie! I must
Make movie!!

OLD LADY
Young people!

She storms out of the room.

SERGIO
I handle that well?

Hans and Ludwig just shake their heads.

INT. SERGIO’S APARTMENT - NIGHT



Sergio’s father is on the couch with a beer, he is watching
baseball. There is a pounding on the door.

FATHER
Who the fuck is it?

OLD LADY
Mrs. McGuantin! Open up.

FATHER
It’s open!

She enters the apartment.

FATHER
What do you want??

OLD LADY
IS that you’re blasted son down
In the basement?

FATHER
I don’t know, does he look like an
Asshole?

OLD LADY
Yeah, grinning like a darned fool!

FATHER
Yeah that sounds like him.

OLD LADY
Well he’s down there with two other 
Boys and a video camera.

FATHER
Yeah he thinks he’s a movie maker.

OLD LADY
Well, one of those boys is wearing
My wig, and MAKE-UP!

Sergio’s father sits upright, his eyes widen and they go 
blood shot.



FATHER
WHAT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

INT. BASEMENT – NIGHT

Father comes down the stairs. We see from his perspective 
Sergio Looking into the camera lens and Hans and Klaus 
sitting next to each other.

SERGIO
Yes, that good…. Now kiss girl on
Cheek. 

Sergio hears his father and slowly turns around. Father 
looks from Sergio to Hans, then Hans to Sergio, then back 
to Hans.

FATHER
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

Father grabs Sergio and Rams his head into the washing 
machines and violently beats him as Hans and Klaus run away.

INT. SERGIO’S KITCHEN – MORNING

Sergio is sitting at kitchen table resting his head on his 
hands, he looks tired and hurt. Mother is in the background
doing the dishes. Father enters holding a Styrofoam 
container with a dozen eggs. He has an evil look on his 
face as he places the eggs down on the table.

FATHER
Here, I found these in the trunk of
The car. They must have been in there
From the last time I went shopping.

CU- the eggs are green and yellow and there are many 
maggots swarming through them.

FATHER
Here Sergio, I make you omelet.

Sergio’s mother looks worried. She makes a Marge Simpson 
type groan of dissapprovement.  Sergio looks worried as 
well. Father begins making an omelet on the stove.

SERGIO



But father, those eggs…..They really 
don’t look that good.

FATHER
Ahh they’re fine, just a little old.

SERGIO
But they have maggots on them.

FATHER turns around and shows Sergio his fist.

FATHER
I said they fine!

Sergio slumps in his chair.

FATHER
I want to make my son an omelet before
Church, is that so wrong?

Father places the omelet down on the table and stands there
are Sergio eats it. Mother makes the groan sound again.

INT. CHURCH – DAY

Sergio and Mother and Father are sitting in the church. 
Sergio has a suit on, but is looking a bit sick. His 
stomach is making strange noises. The priest and the 
procession pass by them. The Priest is in the lead holding 
a 5 foot tall metal cross. The alter boys follow him 
holding the bible. The priest stands in front of the 
congregation.

PRIEST
Please Rise for the gospel according to 
John.

The congregation rises, Sergio makes a disgusted face.

EXT CHURCH – DAY

In a total ironic twist of fate Ludwig and his crew are 
setting up to film out side of the church. Ludwig is doing 
the director thing with his hands, Framing out the next 
shot.



LUDWIG
Yes…. This church is perfect! For
scene in killer nun 2. Evil priest will
come out and say “I have book….book of evil!”

His crew claps and all agree that his words are brilliant.

LUDWIG
NOW! LEAVE ME ALONE SO I CAN THINK 
ABOUT PERFECT SHOT FOR OPENING!

INT. CHURCH – DAY

Sergio and family are sitting in the pew.

PRIEST
Everyone please rise for the hymn of our
Lord.

Everyone stands.

PRIEST
Whoops I’m sorry, I flipped too far
Ahead, we’re at the blessing of the
Gifts, please sit.

Sergio groans as everyone sits back down, all this moving 
is making him more ill. 

A man in a suit comes up to their pew and whispers to 
Sergio’s father something. He leaves.

FATHER
Come on boy, we got to go deliver the 
Gifts.

EXT. CHURCH – DAY

Ludwig’s crew are setting up a shot.

LUDWIG
Yes perfect, set the camera up right
There, then we have priest come out
And say line.

The camera is precariously placed right by the front 
entrance of the church.



INT. CHURCH – DAY

Religious music is playing as Sergio and Father carry the 
oil and wine bottles to the alter. Sergio’s legs are 
shaking. His face is turning green. They make it all the 
way up to the priest when…..

Sergio soils himself. Not your average soil, but green and 
brown liquid spills out of his pants and all over the 
floor. The whole church gasps in horror. The priest is 
stunned.

SERGIO
Oh How embarrassing!

FATHER
GOD DAMN YOU ! YOU FUCKING PRICK!!!

Father rips the heavy cross staff out of the priests arms 
and proceeds to beat Sergio unmerciful with it. The first 
hit knocks Sergio back the second knocks him down. 
Profanity spews from fathers mouth as the church goers look
on in horror.

FATHER
MOTHER FUCKER COCK SUCKER SON OF
BITCH!!!

Sergio manages to get up, still dripping with anal leakage 
he runs out of the church.

EXT. CHURCH – DAY

Ludwig is there. His crew looks all ready to film their 
shot.

LUDWIG
And…….ACTION!

The door bursts open, but it is not their actor, but 
SERGIO! He knocks over their camera breaking it, Ludwig 
watches and sees who it was. As Ludwig turns back towards 
the church father comes barreling out with the priests 
cross and smacks it right into Ludwig’s head, he falls 
over. His crew move to his aid.



CREW
Sir, are you okay, sir!

He stands up and has a tiny bit of blood on his face.

LUDWIG
That was that idiot from the rave club….

They all agree.

CREW
Yes, yes it was….

LUDWIG
Well….I can tell you this, He’s gonna
Be sorry he ever came to America.

EXT. TRUCK STOP – NIGHT

A truck starts it’s engine and roars away from the truck 
stop.

INT. TRUCK STOP – NIGHT

Sergio, Hans, and Klaus are there. They are silent. A 
waitress drops off their food. 

WAITRESS
A B.L.T., Chicken sandwich, and…

She places a plate down in front of Sergio.

WAITRESS
Eggs.

SERGIO
I did not order this!

WAITRESS
You ordered the special, the special
Is eggs.

She walks off.

SERGIO
Ohhhh, why my life suck!



HANS
Don’t worry Sergio, you will find time 
To make movie. Ludwig does, and he work
As D.J., Video editor, and Fashion 
Photographer!

SERGIO
But you say he phony! How he do so
Good.

KLAUS
Sergio, if there is one thing you
Must learn about America and making
Movie, it’s not how good you are at
Making movie, but how cool you act
And who you know.

HANS
And also how much you say you movie
Is good and how much you tell them
About it. It’s called promotion.
It is more important than movie
Itself!

KLAUS
Right Hans, and even though Ludwig
Make bad movie, people think he
Make good movie cause he suave and
Know how to deal with them.

SERGIO
Wait! I’m Confused. Movie not as
Important as telling people movie
Good?

KLAUS
Yes! That it exactly. You can slap
Something together, but as long
As it have good pre-production art
And nice looking poster and hot
Chick it will be good movie.

SERGIO
I’m not sure about that. I must
Ask Duke Wayne about this one.



HANS
Ask whomever you need to, it true.

SERGIO
Thank you my friends for helping me
In time of need, but I don’t think
I can ever make movie now, not after
This.

LUDWIG
Sergio, don’t let this get you down.
Just because girl not show up one
Night not reason to quit all together!

HANS
Yes! Film making all about the effort.

The waitress steps up to the table.

WAITRESS
You know I couldn’t help over hear
You guys talking about making a movie,
My son makes movies, he’s pretty darn 
Good at it too.

SERGIO
Oh yes? What kind of movie he make?

WAITRESS
Horror, what else?

They all nod their heads.

WAITRESS
Anyway he made this film called “Revenge
Of the Slasher” and he entered it into
This film festival that’s gonna take place
Right here. 

SERGIO
Film festival? HERE!

WAITRESS
Yes, and from what he tells me the
Grand prize is gonna be 20,000
Dollars.



SERGIO
WOW!! NOW THAT’S A FILM FESTIVAL!!

INT. SERGIO’S KITCHEN – DAY

The Family is eating at the table in silence. Sergio breaks
that silence.

SERGIO
Father. I want to stop working at
Fishery for short while to make film
To enter into film festival.

There is a moment of silence as Father looks up from his 
meal at Sergio.

EXT KITCHEN – NIGHT

We see the window to the kitchen and there are two cats 
sitting there. Suddenly we HEAR the sounds of a violent 
argument inside the room and the SOUNDS of GLASS BREAKING 
and so forth. The CATS SCREAM and run off.

INT. BUS STATION – NIGHT

Sergio is sitting on a bench in the bus station with some 
luggage.  Over Sergio’s Shoulder we see Tera and a black 
guy approach each other they exchange something, probably 
drugs. The black guy walks off. Tara looks and sees Sergio.

TERA
Sergio!

She moves over and sits down next to him.

SERGIO
Tera! What are you doing here!

TERA
Oooh umm, just buying a….”ticket”

SERGIO
A ticket to paradise?

TERA
Exactly, but what are you doing here?



SERGIO
I leave home!!

TERA
(sarcastic)

you’re leaving home! Sergio you’re 28
Aren’t you a little too young to leave
Home!

SERGIO
Mother thinks so, but father says good
Riddance!

TERA
Well where are you going?

SERGIO
I go to LA! Land of movies.

TERA
You’re taking a bus ride from New
York to LA, you’re crazy.

SERGIO
I go to land of movie!

TERA
Sergio, have you considered that you
May be into movies a little too much?
I mean I really don’t know too much
About making movies, but to me it 
Seems like a film maker should be
a clear thinker. Like, someone who can
deal with many problems at once. Don’t
take this the wrong way, but you seem to 
be just a little out there to be able to
handle all the shit involved with making
a movie.

SERGIO
But how can I make movie? Movie take time
Effort, crew, money. I can’t make when
Father tell me what to do all the time.

TERA
You need to just learn to relax a little



I think, take things slower. Movies don’t
Make themselves and they aren’t made
Overnight.

SERGIO
(getting upset)

You try to tell me to give up on dream
Too! Much like father! You say Sergio
Can’t make movie!! GET LOST!!

TERA
But Sergio!!

SERGIO
AS AMERICANS SAY “AIDIOS, GANGSTA BITCH”

TERA
Fine, screw you!

Tera leaves, Sergio looks a little upset as he watches Tera
leave.

DISSOLVE TO:

Sergio on the bus looking out the window as corn fields 
pass.

This will be kind of a montage sequence with some music.  

INT. BUS – DAY

Sergio is reading his book “Me and My Films: By Pauly Shore”

Sergio throws the book out the widow. It flies through the 
air. 

INT. BUS – NIGHT

Sergio is sleeping on the bus

INT. BUS – MORNING

Sergio opens his eyes and we show the shot over his 
shoulder that shows the Typical Hollywood sign on the 
hills. Sergio’s eyes widen.

SERGIO



Land of movie….

EXT. STREET – DAY

Sergio is walking up the streets of Los Angeles as a VOICE 
OVER BEGINS

SERGIO
(voice over)

Dear Duke Wayne. Well, I finally make it.
I am in land of movie! Hollywood!
I ask young man selling maps to stars 
homes for directions to yours, but he say 
the maps are blank and then ask me if I want
sex? Sergio not understand.

We See the exchange with Sergio and the YOUNG PEURTO RICAN 
boy on the street, the boy runs off.

SERGIO (vo)
Anywho, I see all the great sites of
Hollywood.

Sergio Stands next to A group of bums.

SERGIO (vo)
Homeless veterans.

Sergio is standing next to a man in a trench coat and two 
hookers.

SERGIO (vo)
Sexual miscreants and hookers.

Sergio is next standing next to a man with bright orange 
hair holding a “Will work for food” sign.

SERGIO (VO)
And carrot top!

Sergio is now standing outside of a theater with a large 
sign that says “FILM FESTIVAL”

SERGIO (VO)
But most importantly, I go to 
Film festival!!



INT. FESTIVAL THEATER – DAY

Sergio is sitting in the crowd of festival people. He is 
sitting next to a man in a black turtle next and black 
rimmed glasses. He takes a sip of coffee. This is ART MAN. 
Sergio starts up a conversation with him.

SERGIO
This is my first American film festival!

ART MAN
I’m sorry, are you talking to me? You just 
shouted that out.

SERGIO
I talk to who ever listen! 

ART MAN
I see…

SERGIO
I’m here to pick up pointers for how
To present my own film in film festival.
I make movie called “Look out! Ghost!!”

ART MAN
How delightfully trivial.

SERGIO
It will be scary! I will make people
Run out of theater in fear!

ART MAN
Oh I’m sure they’ll be running out
Of the theater…

The ART GIRL to the left of him begins chuckling. 
Everything goes over Sergio’s head, he turns to the person 
to the right of him. This is a middle-aged woman with jet 
black hair.

SERGIO
So what is the first film about?

WOMAN
Well, it’s about the nazis in world



War two and how they….

SERGIO
You can stop right there! If I know
American movie, it will have Duke
Wayne shooting nazi! Or American action
Star Indiana Jones search for lost treasure.

The house lights go down and the projector lights up the 
title comes on the screen…”WE SHALL NOT FORGET…”

SAD VIOLIN MUSIC begins to play, several seconds pass 
before Sergio gets bored.

Sergio shouts out loud.

SERGIO
Where is action!!

People tell him to “sssshh” SERGIO waits for another few 
seconds, but nothing happens but sad music.

SERGIO
I want to see Duke Wayne shoot nazi!!!

The yells from the audience get louder.

RANDOM PERSON
Be quiet, you idiot! 

SERGIO
This movie suck! 

Sergio gets up to leave.

INT. THEATER – LOBBY – DAY

Sergio is standing outside of the auditorium, when he sees 
a table selling pizza. We focus in on the pizza.

SERGIO
Mmmmmmm Pizzzzzzza.

INT. THEATER BALCONY – DAY

Sergio has made his way up to the balcony, There is no one 
up there, He looks down over the crowds below as he eats 



his pizza. We close up on his face as he leans over the 
balcony observing the people as they watch the movie.

SERGIO
(to Himself, Whispering)
I don’t understand Duke, American movies
Have action, excitement! What is this
nonsense? Maybe some movies have different 
message? I have much to learn about…

Sergio drops his pizza.

On the floor we see a special section where there is a sign
that reads, “Holocaust Survivor Section”

Plop. The pizza lands in an OLD WOMANS bushy gray hair. She
stands up and SCREAMS

The audience reacts with equal disgust and out rage, one 
MAN stands up.

MAN
This is a farce!

The Art man looks to the balcony. When he sees Sergio he 
stands up and points.

ART MAN
It’s that idiot!  GET HIM!!!

Sergio’s eyes widen.

SERGIO
Time to make action movie of my own!

Sergio runs out of the balcony area.

INT. LOBBY – DAY

Sergio runs past the pizza dealer as the whole auditorium 
chases after him like an angry mob.

EXT. HOLLYWOOD SIGN – NIGHT



Sergio is sitting on the “H” of the Hollywood sign. He 
looks out over the valley and the stars are all twinkling.

SERGIO
Hollywood is a strange and scary place.

Suddenly Sergio hears a noise behind him. He looks and sees
a man in his mid-50’s with a bead and glasses. 

SERGIO
Steven Spielberg!

Sergio climbs down.

SPEILBERG
Oh my god, I don’t have any money on me!

SERGIO
I not here to rob you!

SPIELBERG
Are you masturbating? Are you a psycho?
What are you doing?

SERGIO
No no, friend, my name is Sergio! I am
Film maker, much like you. 

SPEILBERG
I see….uh…You’re not from around here are 
You?

SERGIO
No I just move to America to make movie
But my father has turned into big time
Asshole and want me to work in fishery.

SPEILBERG
Well, making a career in the film industry
Is a tough thing to do.

SERGIO
But you do it! So can I! Say, why are you 
Up here anyway, shouldn’t you be making 
movie?

SPEILBERG



Well, I closed the set for the night.
Sometimes I like to come up here just
To catch a breath, enjoy the silence.
L.A. can drive a person crazy you know.

SERGIO
Don’t I know this. I come here to see
Sights and maybe meet Duke Wayne, but
I just have headache.

SPIELBERG
I understand. So you say you tried to 
Make a movie? Was this for a film 
Production course, or an independent
Feature?

SERGIO
No, no I make movie in basement with friend
Hans, called “look out ghost!” but girl
Not show up! Do you have problem when girl

not show up?

SPEILBERG
Well, err no. Actors are under contract to…

SERGIO
Well it make me mad! So I use boy with wig 
On and father beat me. I just want to make
American movie, why this so hard!

SPEILBERG
Well, son. A good portion of making a movie
Is careful planning and patience. Make sure
To confirm dates and times with your actors
And if they frequently don’t show up, you
Need to replace them….

SERGIO
Patience and planning. This is what girl
Back home was telling me, I now know she
Was right, I must tell her. 

SPEILBERG
You tell her, and make sure she knows
When to show up this time. Making movies is
Also more than just careful planning, 
It’s also making your dreams come true



On the big screen. Sometimes you need
To fight for those dreams to be realized.
People will try and stop you along the way
..for whatever reasons, but I think that
the most important advise I can offer you
is to stick with your dream, and fight
whatever opposition you may encounter.

SERGIO
Thank you Mr. Spielberg! I thought my trip 
to Hollywood was a bust when I dropped
Pizza in hair of holocaust victim, but
Now I know it was worth while.

SPEILBERG
That was you!! You asshole!

SERGIO
It was mistake!

SPEILBERG
Why I oughta!!

Spielberg chases Sergio off with his fists.

CUT TO:

EXT. ROAD – DAY

The bus back to New York speeds across a cornfield road.

INT BUS- DAY

Sergio is sitting in his seat mumbling to himself.

SERGIO
Patience and planning…patience and 
Planning….Look out Ghost WILL be
Made.

EXT. FISHERY – DAY

We see the fishery from the outside. It is a big ugly 
building next to several docks.

INT. FISHERY – DAY



Inside the break room/ punch out room Hans and Klaus are 
eating their lunches when….

BOOM! The door is kicked open. It is Ludwig and his posse. 

LUDWIG
Hold them.

Two of his crew grab Hans and Klaus and throw them to the 
wall.

LUDWIG
Hans and Klaus, so good to see you
Two again.

HANS
The…feeling is not… mutual.

KLAUS
What do you want Ludwig!?

LUDWIG
You’re friend, the silly foreigner,
Where can I find him?

KLAUS
I don’t know…. He ran off.

LUDWIG
Ran off?

HANS
He got into some kind of fight
With his father and took off, we’re
Not sure where.

LUDWIG
Well when you see him, be sure to tell
Him Ludwig didn’t appreciate what he
Did to my expensive film equipment and
I’d like to….. return the favor.

There is a moment of fear-soaked lingering.

LUDWIG
Let them go!



They are dropped to the floor. 

LUDWIG
Auf Weidersehen.

They leave. Hans and Ludwig look at each other. 

INT. TERA’S APARTMENT BUILDING - NIGHT

Sergio is standing in the dimly lit hall of Tera’s 
apartment building. He is KNOCKING at her door. She opens 
it and looks tired.

TERA
Sergio? It’s 3 am?

SERGIO
I know, I’m sorry, but I just
Got back from L.A. and it was 
A great experience, I drop pizza
In hair of concentration camp victim 
And talk with Steve Spielberg….

TERA
Wait, you met Steven Spielberg?

SERGIO
Yes and he tell me to be patient
With my movie right before he
Try to choke me.

TERA
He tried to choke you?

SERGIO
Its long story. But I must ask
Will you be in movie tomorrow
At 6pm?

TERA
What day is tomorrow?

SERGIO
Saturday.



TERA
Yeah, that sounds fine, now
Goodnight.

She closes the door. Sergio walks away, thinks for a moment
then returns to the door. He knocks.

SERGIO
Tera?

She responds without opening the door.

TERA
Yes, Sergio?

SERGIO
I want to confirm that you be there
Tomorrow.

TERA
I’ll be there.

SERGIO
If not, Steven says I must
Replace you.

TERA
I’ll be there Sergio, now goodnight.

SERGIO
Goodnight.

Sergio leaves.

EXT. CITY STREET- NIGHT

Birds eye view as Sergio walks down the street. Tera 
watches from her window, a smile creeps across her face.

EXT. CITY STREET – DAY

Close up on a telephone pole as a sign advertising the up 
coming film festival is posted there, the guy doing the 
posting walks off. The sign is then ripped down by Ludwig, 
he looks at it.



LUDWIG
Ausgetscheignt, this film festival is
Perfect, when I win this prize money I
Will be able to make bigger and better
Film and grow even more powerful. Bwhahah
BWHAHAHAHAHHAHA

Ludwig laughs like an evil villain for no reason.

INT. SERGIO’S BASEMENT – NIGHT

Sergio is there waiting with Hans and Klaus, same set up as
before, Hans and Klaus are there with camera and mike.

HANS
I tell she won’t show up again!
We’re wasting our time.

SERGIO
Steven told me to be patient and confirm
Dates and time. He would not have given me 
bad advise.

We HEAR the CLICK of High heels coming down the stairs, it 
is TERA.

TERA
Someone making movie?

SERGIO
TERA! YOU SHOW UP!

TERA
Of course, you confirmed right?

SERGIO
I did!

TERA
Well, let’s shoot I only have an
Hour because I have to go shopping.

SERGIO
An hour??!!?!SHOPPING!!!??

CUT TO:



We begin a MUSICAL MONTAGE sequence of the production of 
the movie “Look Out Ghost”

Sergio is holding his camera.

SERGIO
Action!

Tera and Hans are on a park bench talking for a scene. 
Klaus is holding a mike.

SERGIO
Cut! That was perfect!

CUT TO:

EXT. CITY STREET - DAY

Sergio inside the passenger seat of a car, this is 
obviously a few days later, he is attempting to film a 
trucking shot of Tera and Hans walking.  Klaus is riding on
the hood of the car with a boom mike, Tera’s dog is driving
the car. He aims the car for a cat in the road and they 
bump over it, the car bounces and Sergio gives the dog a 
dirty look. The dog shrugs and smiles.

CUT TO:

INT. KITCHEN - DAY

Sergio is shooting a scene in the kitchen of his apartment 
where Tera and Hans are talking when Father comes in from 
work. Father enters the kitchen, heads to the fridge, grabs
a beer, and leaves without noticing all three people hiding
in clever spots in the kitchen.

CUT TO: 

INT. BASEMENT – DAY

Sergio is filming a scene in the basement, Hans and Tera 
and close, Hans is trying to kiss her.

HANS
come on baby, give me the hot good
Stuff. 



LARA
No! I’m just not sure about adult
Love yet.

HANS
I want the hot good stuff now!

Tera looks over Hans shoulder and sees Klaus moving towards
them in a poor ghost sheet costume. 

LARA
Look out! GHOST!

Sergio smiles.

SERGIO
And cut!

They all look to Sergio.

SERGIO
And as they say in Hollywood….That’s
A wrap!

Everyone cheers and claps.

EXT TERA’S APARTMENT BUILDING – NIGHT

Sergio is holding the camera and filming Tera walking. She 
is laughing and smiling, but looks like it’s too much for 
one night.

TERA
Sergio, that’s enough already.

SERGIO
But I shoot cast interview!

POV – Camera viewfinder of Tera’s face.

TERA
(from POV)

Sergio, I’ve very happy you finished 
you’re film. 

SERGIO



It could not have been done with out
You, Tera.

TERA
I’m really proud of you, it’s been
A tough three weeks.

She takes the initiative and kisses him.

SERGIO
See you soon.

She heads up the stairs. Sergio looks in shock, this is 
probably the first time he’s ever kissed a girl.

Some late night strollers pass by.

SERGIO
I MAKE AMERICAN MOVIE!!!! AND I KISS
AMERICAN BABE! MUCH LIKE KATE MOSS
OR SALLY FIELD!!!

The passers by look at him like he’s crazy.

PASSERY BY
What a psycho.

As Sergio looks down, he doesn’t notice Ludwig and his 
posse have snuck up behind him.

LUDWIG
Hello, Sergio.

Sergio turns around.

SERGIO
Ludwig!

LUDWIG
You make movie?

Sergio looks down at his camera.

SERGIO
No, I just…

Ludwig grabs the camera from him.



LUDWIG
I will make your movie a smashing hit.

He simply drops the camera to the ground and we HEAR a 
breaking sound. Two of Ludwig’s crew hold Sergio as Ludwig 
proceeds to smash the camera.

SERGIO
NO!!! MY MOVIE!!!

LUDWIG
You must learn that no one fucks with
Ludwig and gets away with it.

Sergio is DEVESTATED.

SERGIO
(nearly in tears)

NO!! I WORK SO HARD ON MOVIE!!! 

We see the video cassette get stomped on till all the tape 
comes out. It’s a mess.

LUDWIG
America is dangerous place, you should
Be more careful in the future. 

Ludwig and his crew leave. Sergio drops to his knees and 
picks up the spaghetti of tape that is all over the ground.

SERGIO
No! Why……

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. APARTMENT – NIGHT

Sergio opens the door, utterly depressed. Father is there, 
drunk.

FATHER
Are you done?

SERGIO
With what?



FATHER
With your stupid movies.

Sergio just stares at him.

FATHER
I’m just trying to learn you the value
Of a dollar. America isn’t a place
Where we can all fuck around and make
Movies all the time. That’s not realistic.
You need to help this family out, or get
Out, understand? I’m not gonna work my
Ass off so you can make stupid fucking
Movies about ghosts and….

Sergio is looking like a zombie at this point.

SERGIO
I understand.

There is a silence in the room.

FATHER
You do?

SERGIO
I do. I will work in fishery.

The father seems a bit confused at Sergio’s lack of 
rebellion, but accepts his victory in the argument.

FATHER
Fine. Five am. Be ready.

SERGIO
I will.

The father wanders off. Sergio stands there heartbroken.

INT. SERGIO’S ROOM – NIGHT

Sergio is again at his typewriter. 

SERGIO
(voice over)

Dear Duke Wayne. As this will be the last
Letter I write to you I feel I must



Explain why. I can no longer logically
Make American movies. I spent the 
Last three weeks shooting my film
To enter in the film festival, but
A bad person took my tape and smashed
It out of vengeance. I must give up
On dream as I have no money to buy new
Camera or can not spend time shooting
Movie. I am sorry, you will still 
Remain my favorite action hero to this
Day, sincerely, Sergio.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. FISHERY - DAY

Sergio in Fishery cutting the heads off fish on the 
conveyor belt. 

ALARM CLOCK RINGING 

5 A.M.

INT. FISHERY - DAY

Sergio in Fishery cutting the heads off fish on the 
conveyor belt. Process is repeated.

INT. KITCHEN – DAY

Sergio, his mother, and Father are having a totally SILENT 
dinner, except for the clinking sound of plates.

INT. LIVING ROOM – DAY

Sergio is sitting on the couch. He raises a gun to the side
of his head.

SERGIO
Well, America, It was good to know you.

The doorbell rings.

Sergio looks to the door. He is unsure of what to do. He 
gets up and opens the door. There is an old man in a wheel 
chair there, it’s DUKE WAYNE.



SERGIO
Yes?

DUKE
Are you Sergio?

SERGIO
Yes?

DUKE
Well, it’s me I’m here!

SERGIO
Who are you?

DUKE
I’ll give you a hint, 

He changes his voice to impersonate a famous line of his.

DUKE
“Listen here, Nazi! I’d spit on my
Own mothers grave before I tell you
Anything”

SERGIO
DUKE WAYNE!!!!

DUKE
In the flesh.

SERGIO
Wow you look nothing like you did in movies!

DUKE
Well that was 60 years ago, Sergio.

SERGIO
Please, Duke come in.

Duke Wheels in and Sergio closes the door behind him.

DUKE
I’ve been reading your letters son,
At first I dismissed you as a psychopath
But as they kept coming, I began to get
To know you. I actually began to look



Forward to the newest Sergio story. I
Was impressed with your determination
And when I read you were calling it 
Quits I had to come out here in person!

SERGIO
But I can’t duke! It’s too hard!

DUKE
What?! Is that what we said back in the
Big War? Them Nazis and Japs are too tough
Let’s give up!? No! We fought our hearts out
And would have fought to the last man if
We had to. 

SERGIO
That’s different.

DUKE
Nope, not at all, but there was one
Big difference. We had Allies. The 
British, the French, the Canadians.
Well Sergio, today I’m your ally.

SERGIO
What do you mean?

DUKE
I got you a new camera and I’d
Be willing to act in you’re film.
Sure it’s against S.A.G. regulations,
But hell I’m nearly dead and if I can
Help out a fan before I pass on, I’d
Make my life complete.

SERGIO
Duke! Do you really mean that?

DUKE
Well sort of.

SERGIO
But Duke, Film Festival is TODAY.
Deadline was yesterday!

DUKE
Ahh I’m sure I can get them to let



Your tape in, after all I am Duke
Wayne!

SERGIO
DUKE THANK YOU!!! WE BEGIN SHOOTING NOW!!

DUKE
Great, now you got any pistachio nuts?

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM – DUSK

Father is pacing back and forth, he looks pissed. The clock
on the back wall reads: 5 am.

Mother is standing there.

FATHER
Where is Sergio?

MOTHER
(indecipherable foreign language)

FATHER
When I find him I’m gonna KILL HIM!!!

EXT. THEATER – NIGHT

The fanfare is in full gear as a large banner reads “FILM 
FESTIVAL TONIGHT!!!”

Crowds of people enter the theater.

INT. THEATER – LOBBY 

Hans, Klaus, and Tera are all standing there.

TERA
Hey, so where’s Sergio? 

HANS
I don’t know.

KLAUS
Ya, we were working at fishery all day.



Tera looks out across the lobby.

TERA
Look there he is!

We see Sergio pushing Duke Wayne in his wheelchair. 

TERA
Who is that? His grandpa?

HANS
I have no Idea.

Sergio rolls up to his friends.

SERGIO
Hallo Friends! This is American action
Star Duke Wayne.

KLAUS
That is Duke Wayne!

Ludwig and his crew show up.

LUDWIG
Well if it isn’t foreign boy and his
Little play friends. Come to watch me
Win film festival. 

SERGIO
NO! We win! We make film called Look
Out Ghost!

LUDWIG
Funny, I make called Watch out Ghost.
It features horror killer who look
Much like Scream guy, so Americans 
Will like. It Even have girl who run
Around in bra.

KLAUS
Does she take bra off? 

LUDWIG
Of Course not, but it make for great
Poster.



SERGIO
Your movie suck! We show you!! We have
Scarier movie!!

Ludwig gets in Sergio’s face.

LUDWIG
You are nothing, but a confused foreigner.

SERGIO
And what do you think you are.

LUDWIG
There are two types of foreigners, 
Stupid, confused ones like you
And dark, mysterious, genius ones
Like me. You have not the skill to
Make horror movie. Go drive taxi or
Something and get out of my way.

Ludwig and his crew leave them alone and head towards the 
auditorium.

LUDWIG
Dumkopf!

SERGIO
We will show him!

INT. THEATER – NIGHT

The EMCEE is standing at a podium. People are cheering and 
clapping as the nights events are about to get underway.

EMCEE
Good evening, and welcome to the 10th

Annual Film Festival!

People CHEER.

EMCEE
Tonight we have films from all around 
The country competing, and even some 
From abroad. But First I would like
To take this time to make mention that
I was just informed that we have a 
Special celebrity guest with us. Everyone



Please give a warm welcome to star of 
The silver screen, Duke Wayne.

People clap as Duke waves his hand to the crowd like a 
retired baseball payer.

EMCEE
Okay, now to kick off the nights 
Events, we’re gonna start with a
Most scary film, from last years
Recipient of best film. This is
Ludwig Kleinstaller’s “Watch Out
Ghost”

People applaud as the lights go down. 

SERGIO
Booo!!

The screen glows as the blood red titles appear “WATCH OUR 
GHOST”

LUDWIG
(Narration on Screen)

WATCH OUT GHOST!! What is ghost? Ghost
Is something which is not human.

Bizarre German surrealistic images flash across the screen.

LUDWIG
(narration in film)

When body die, mind live on….

We see a nun bleeding from the mouth.

LUDWIG
(Narration in Film)

when mind not at peace….GHOST RETURN!!

There is a CLAP of thunder and lighting and we see an image
of a haunted house.

Sergio stands up.

SERGIO
THIS SUCK! PUT ON MY MOVIE!!



TERA
Ssshh, Sergio you’ll get your shot.

EXT. CITY STREET – NIGHT

Father is stumbling up the street looking filled with Rage 
and anger. He stops by two POT SMOKING PUNKS, he Grabs one 
by the collar and rams him into a lamp post.

FATHER
WHERE IS SERGIO!!

PUNK
Who man! Let me the fuck go!

FATHER
MY son, he looks like an Idiot!
He stupid, he betray me and lie
To me! Say he make movie all the
Time WHERE IS HE!!?!?

PUNK
Fucker, let go of me!

PUNK 2
Wait, man did you say he made a 
Movie or something?

FATHER
YES!! WHERE IS HE??

PUNK 2
Man, there’s this big film festival
Going on about a mile away, dude
Check there.

FATHER
Yes, film festival! That where he
Say he wanted to go!!

Father drops the one punk and walks off.

PUNK
Fuck you man!

INT. FILM FESTIVAL -  NIGHT



Sergio is looking VERY bored. The screen shows THE END on 
it, and the emcee comes to the podium.

EMCEE
That was FOR ALL TIME, by TEWS 
Entertainment. What a wonderful 
Film, truly.

Sergio is sitting in his seat. 

SERGIO
God all these movie suck! When they 
Get to mine!! How many more must we
Sit through!

TERA
Sergio, remember what I said about
Being patient?

The emcee speaks.

EMCEE
Okay and lastly we have an entry from
Film maker…. Sergio. Apparently he 
Doesn’t have a last name cause he
Just wrote Sergio. Well his film is
Called “Look out GHOST!” …say what’s
With all the ghost films, anyway, this
Film is a last minute entry in the
Horror genera, so sit back and prepare
To be frightened, here’s “look out ghost”

The theater goes dark, Sergio takes in his surroundings.

SERGIO
So this is what Movie Magic is…

The screen titles appear:

LOOK OUT!! GHOST

Starring Duke Wayne

There is some hushed disbelief in the audience. The film 
begins



On screen Duke Wayne is sitting in a wheel chair on a sunny
day. He begins to read off of a script, clearly visible in 
the shot.

DUKE WAYNE (ON SCREEN)
I am here to tell scary story. Story about
Ghost in basement. Ghost that would rattle
Chains in middle of night and scare people
That just move into house.

The boom mike comes down a little too far and hits Duke in 
the head.

DUKE WAYNE
Ow!

He looks up at the mike.

DUKE WAYNE
Watch it!

People in the audience begin to chuckle and laugh. Sergio 
lowers his head in shame.

SERGIO
That part was only mistake, trust me.
It get scary from here out.

We return to the film on the screen. It is now a different 
scene. Duke is sitting in the Kitchen with Sergio, who has 
a wig on. They both have scripts in their hands and are 
clearly reading from them.

DUKE (on screen)
I have been a ghost hunter for 50
Years now! Don’t tell me how to
Stop ghost!

SERGIO
(On screen in girls voice)

I am scared Mr. Ghost hunter. Ghost
Won’t stop haunting me!

The audience ERRUPTS in laughter! They start clapping and 
laughing LOUDLY.



Sergio is looking around like a wild-eyed dog.

SERGIO
They so scared! They laughing!!

Tera smiles.

TERA
Yes Sergio, that’s it exactly.

SERGIO
Wow! My movie make people happy!

Hans and Klaus look to each other.

HANS
Wasn’t I in this movie?

BACK TO THE SCREEN

The screen shows a third scene. Duke Wayne is sitting in a 
dark basement pointing a flash light. 

DUKE
Come out Ghost! Come out!

Sergio approaches him in the background wearing a VERY bad 
looking ghost costume, it is a sheet with eye holes in it, 
like a child’s Halloween costume.

GHOST (SERGIO)
Booo!!!

Duke Screams and throws the flashlight.

DUKE
Ahhhh LOOK OUT GHOST!!!

The whole auditorium is laughing uncontrollably. 

The screen flashes “THE END”

The place goes crazy. People stand up and cheer wildly. 
Ludwig is sitting there with a smug look on his face. His 
crew is cheering but they cease when he gives them dirty 
looks.



SERGIO
My movie is BIG HIT!!!!

INT LOBBY – DAY

Father enters the lobby, a Lobby attendant tries to stop 
him.

LOBBY GUY
Sir you need a ticket, SIR.

Sergio’s Father pushes him down.

INT. AUDITORIUM – NIGHT

The crowd seems to be slightly settling down from the film 
they just saw. The Emcee is in tears.

EMCEE
Well folks, the judges have voted 
unanimously….for making the most
Inventive COMEDY of the year. A total
Farce of a film under the guise of
Being a horror film and even staring
Duke Wayne!!! I mean this is no 
Contest, the grand prize of the 
Film festival and the 20,000 goes 
to SERGIO and LOOK OUT GHOST!!!

Every one cheers! Sergio stands up.

SERGIO
I WIN!!! I WIN AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL!!!

He runs up to the stage. Hans and Klaus cheer with Tera. 
Ludwig does not look happy, his eye is twitching. Ludwig 
stands up.

LUDWIG
THIS IS OUTRAGE!! HE DID NOT MEAN
FOR THAT TO BE COMEDY!!!

Everyone looks to Ludwig. Hans stands up.

HANS
WELL YOU STOLE ARTISTIC SYMBOLISM
FOR KILLER NUN FILM FROM US!!



LUDWIG
Fuck YOU!

He pulls a crow bar out of his trench coat and steps into 
aisle. 

LUDWIG
I send you back to your home country
With this crow bar.

Sergio looks scared. He looks to the Emcee.

SERGIO
DO you have security?

The Emcee hands Sergio his prize check.

EMCEE
Congratulations.

He runs off the stage when suddenly the doors BUST OPEN. It
is Father. Ludwig turns around.

SERGIO
FATHER!!

FATHER
Only one person beats my son with
A crow bar, and that’s me!

In a stand off in the aisle Ludwig raises his glasses and 
squints his eyes.

Father cracks his knuckles.

They run at each other and things explode in an apolytic 
battle of fists and swinging metal rods. Blood flies and 
Duke Wayne’s wheel chair gets violently knocked over.

SERGIO
FATHER!!

People stand up and gasp and point.

TERA
Oh my GOD!



INT. HOSPITAL WAITING ROOM – DAY

Sergio and his mother are waiting there for the DOCTOR to 
come out. He does.

SERGIO
How is he doctor?

DOCTOR
Well things aren’t looking good, He
Has some serious head wounds from
The crow bar, and some internal
Bleeding, we need to operate.

SERGIO
Please save my father. He is good man.

DOCTOR
Now, I hate to bring such an issue
Up at this time, but the nurses tell
Me you have no insurance… and public
Aid will not cover these types of
Assault injuries….

Sergio is still holding his prize money check. He holds it 
up to the doctor.

SERGIO
Will this help?

The doctors eyes widen.

DOCTOR
WILL IT!!!

CUT TO:

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM – LATER THAT DAY.

Sergio’s father is sleeping in the bed, he has bandages on 
his head. The doctor and the mother are there.

DOCTOR
Well, thanks to all this money your
Father will be okay.



Sergio leans over to look at his fathers face. His father 
opens his eyes very slowly.

DOCTOR
Well, I’ll leave you two alone. I’m 
Sure you have a lot to talk about.

The doctor leaves.

FATHER
Sergio, what happened?

SERGIO
You save me father…. So I save you.

FATHER
You win film festival?

SERGIO
I did…

FATHER
I… am….Proud of you.

Sergio smiles and kisses his father on the forehead. The 
door is opened rather abruptly.

DOCTOR
Oh yeah, Duke Wayne died when his 
Wheelchair fell over. I forgot to
Mention that earlier.

He quickly closes the door.

SERGIO
Well at least his last movie 
was a hit!

EXT STREET – DAY

Sergio and Tera are walking and holding hands.

TERA
So what now Sergio?

SERGIO



Now? I’m not sure. I think I try to
Work on relationship with father. Try
Not to be so selfish.

TERA
You gonna make another movie?

SERGIO
I will always make movie.

Sergio and Tera turn and face each other to kiss. In the 
background we see the ghost of Riggy fly down from the top 
of the Frame. His little angle wings are flapping and he 
looks so excited to see Sergio. Sergio and Tera are still 
kissing so they don’t see Riggy’s ghost yet. Seconds before
Riggy Reaches Sergio Truck zooms through the frame and 
knocks the ghost away. We HEAR a dog YELP. Sergio and Tera 
stop kissing.

TERA
What was that?

Sergio doesn’t care.

SERGIO
I don’t care, Kiss me, you 
American Babe!

They re-continue kissing and we FADE TO BLACK.

THE END.
 



 

   


